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The mig-10 gene of Caenorhabditis elegans is required for the long-range anteroposterior migration of embryonic neurons
CAN, ALM, and HSN and proper development of the excretory canals. Here, we report the cloning and initial molecular
characterization of mig-10. The predicted MIG-10 proteins share a large region of similarity with a recently identi®ed
family of mammalian SH2 domain proteins, Grb7 and Grb10. We call this region of similarity the GM region (for Grb and
Mig). MIG-10 proteins do not contain an SH2 domain, but share with the Grbs a pleckstrin homology (PH) domain and
proline-rich regions, features commonly found in signal transduction proteins. The functions of Grb7 and Grb10 are
unknown, but Grb7 is overexpressed in certain breast cancers, where it is bound to the growth factor receptor HER2, while
Grb10 has been implicated in insulin signaling. We also report the isolation of a new mig-10(e2527) allele, as well as the
molecular characterization of e2527 (splice acceptor mutation) and the canonical ct41 (amber) allele. Finally, we report the
results of a genetic mosaic analysis which reveal that mig-10 acts cell nonautonomously in the development of the excretory
canals and suggest a possible focus for mig-10 activity within descendants of the AB cell lineage. Elucidation of the role
of mig-10 in C. elegans development should lead to a better understanding of cell migration and may shed light on the
function of a family of SH2 domain proteins apparently involved in signal transduction and cancer. q 1997 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION or extracellular matrix (e.g., Hynes and Lander, 1992). In
the genetic approach, mutations that disrupt speci®c cell
migrations are identi®ed and the corresponding genes andDirected cell migration plays an important role in the
gene products characterized. Despite extensive use of bothspatial ordering of cells during embryogenesis and subse-
approaches, the molecular events underlying directed cellquent development (for reviews see Trinkaus, 1984; LeDou-
migration remain largely unde®ned.arin, 1984) and in other processes such as wound healing
The nematode Caenorhabditis elegans is especially well(e.g., Gabbiani and Rungger-Brandle, 1981). In addition, me-
suited for a genetic analysis of cell migration. All cell move-tastasis of tumor cells involves many of the same processes
ments and divisions occurring during wild-type develop-exhibited by normal migratory cells (reviewed by Liotta et
ment have been described, are essentially invariant amongal., 1991). Many studies have sought to de®ne molecular
individuals, and can be assessed in living animals usingcomponents involved in the control and mechanics of mor-
Nomarski differential interference contrast (DIC) opticsphogenetic cell movements during animal development.
(Wood, 1988). In addition, the small size and rapid life cycleTwo general experimental approaches have been used: bio-
of C. elegans greatly facilitate the isolation and character-chemical and genetic. In biochemical studies, components
ization of mutations disrupting speci®c cell movements orare isolated based upon their physical or biological proper-
divisions (Wood, 1988). And the extensive physical map ofties. For example, many molecules that promote cell adhe-
sion or migration have been isolated from the cell surface the C. elegans genome (Hodgkin et al., 1995; Coulson et al.,
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lon-2/0 males were mutagenized with EMS and mated to either1986, 1988) makes positional cloning of the corresponding
qC1/unc-36(e251)mig-10(ct41)III; lon-2(e678)dpy-8(e130)X or unc-genes relatively easy; for example, by transformation rescue
36(e251) mig-10(ct41)III; lon-2(e678) dpy-8(e130)X hermaphro-of mutant phenotypes. To date, many genes required for cell
dites. Lon hermaphrodite F1 outcross progeny were screened formigration in C. elegans have been identi®ed (for reviews see
Mig-10 (Wit and Egl) phenotypes by dissecting microscope and ab-Hedgecock et al., 1987; Wadsworth and Hedgecock, 1992;
normal cell movements by Nomarski DIC optics (the Wit pheno-
Garriga and Stern, 1994) and several have now been charac- type is more easily recognized in a Lon background). The tightly
terized at the molecular level (Costa et al., 1988; Ishii et linked unc-36III marker allowed the identi®cation of the ct41-bear-
al., 1992; Leung-Hagesteijn et al., 1992; Clark et al., 1992, ing chromosome and dpy-8X rendered all male outcross progeny
1993; Garriga et al., 1993; DeVore et al., 1995). Dpy, signi®cantly reducing their ability to mate with sibling her-
maphrodites (Hodgkin, 1983). mig-10(e2527) was isolated from aWe previously described the isolation and characteriza-
screen of 9400 F1 outcross Lon hermaphrodite progeny followingtion of several mutations affecting the long-range antero-
mutagenesis with 25 mM EMS. Using Nomarski DIC optics, em-posterior migration of the two canal associated neurons
bryonic migrations were scored based on positions of relevant cell(CANs) during C. elegans embryogenesis (Manser and
nuclei in live newly hatched ®rst-stage (L1) larvae, as described inWood, 1990). One mutation identi®ed in that study is mig-
Table 1. Posterior excretory canal anatomy was scored in fourth-10(ct41) which, in addition to incomplete CAN migration,
stage (L4) larvae as described by Manser and Wood (1990).
causes incomplete embryonic migration of the anterior lat-
eral microtubule cells (ALMs), hermaphrodite-speci®c neu-
rons (HSNs), and left coelomocyte mother cells (ccmLs), as Germ-Line Transformation
well as shortening of the posterior excretory canals.
To identify genomic DNA clones that contain mig-10-rescuingIn this paper, we report the cloning and initial molecular
activity, a germ-line cotransformation assay using unc-36 rescuecharacterization of the mig-10 gene. We show that mig-10
as a positive transformation control was employed (similar to thatcan encode two proteins which contain a large region of
described by Carter et al., 1990). Candidate DNAs were coinjectedsimilarity to a recently described family of mammalian SH2
with the unc-36/ cosmid ZK362 (J. Sulston, personal communica-
domain proteins which appears to function in signal trans- tion) into the gonads of young adult unc-36(e251)mig-10(ct41) her-
duction, Grb7 and Grb10 (Margolis et al., 1992; Ooi et al., maphrodites using standard C. elegans microinjection techniques
1995). We also report the results of a genetic mosaic analysis (Fire, 1986). Successful germ-line transformation was indicated by
which reveal that mig-10 functions cell nonautonomously the appearance of non-Unc-36 F1 progeny. To assess mig-10 rescue,
during development of the excretory canals, suggesting the non-Unc individuals were initially scored more closely by dis-
secting microscope for the absence of Wit and Egl phenotypes. Topossibility that mig-10 may function outside motile cells,
con®rm mig-10 rescue, the anatomy of the posterior excretory ca-perhaps playing a role in signal transduction in migratory
nals in non-Wit non-Egl individuals was scored by Nomarski optics.path or target cells. Our identi®cation of a molecular clone
Among known mig-10(ct41) mutant phenotypes, only the shorten-should allow a more precise de®nition of mig-10 function
ing of the posterior excretory canals is fully penetrant: in all ct41in future studies, which may also shed light on the function
L4s and adults, the canals terminate at or anterior to the vulva
of a family of SH2 domain proteins in mammalian cells. (Manser and Wood, 1990). Therefore, the presence of normal length
canals, or canals that extended signi®cantly beyond the vulva
though not to normal length, was interpreted as complete or partial
MATERIALS AND METHODS mig-10 rescue, respectively.
In the initial germ-line transformation experiments, cosmids
from the mig-10 region of the physical map were injected and over-Standard Genetic Procedures and Nomenclature
lapping clones F10E9 and F49A3 found to rescue. To position mig-for C. elegans
10 more precisely, genomic l phage clones originating from the
Strains were maintained as described by Brenner (1974) and F10E9/F49A3 region were isolated (with the kind help of J. Sulston,
Wood (1988) and cultured at 207C. Genetic nomenclature is stan- A. Coulson, and R. Shownkeen) and tested for rescue. Two overlap-
dard, according to Horvitz et al. (1979) and Manser and Wood ping l clones were found to rescue: ZL202 (complete rescue) and
(1990). ZL208 (partial rescue). To localize mig-10 further, internal frag-
ments from ZL202 were subcloned into Bluescript (pBS/) or (pSK/)
(Stratagene) and tested for rescue. Two subclones exhibited rescue:
Genetic Mapping pLK69, which contains a 15.4-kb insert (apparently identical to the
complete ZL202 insert), and pLK70, which contains an insert ofmig-10(ct41) III had previously been positioned between unc-36
10.7 kb. Only pLK69 exhibits complete rescue (see Results).and dpy-19 (Manser and Wood, 1990). In the present work, mig-10
was positioned more precisely using standard three-factor crosses
(Brenner, 1974). Map data (summarized in Fig. 1) are available from
Genomic DNA Sequencingthe Caenorhabditis Genetics Center.
As a ®rst step toward identifying mig-10 coding sequences, the
15.4-kb insert fragment from the rescuing l clone ZL202 (see Re-Isolation and Characterization of mig-10(e2527)
sults) was subjected to DNA sequence analysis. A combination of
random and directed sequencing strategies (Sulston et al., 1992)The new mig-10(e2527) mutation was isolated in a noncomplem-
entation screen with the canonical mig-10(ct41) allele. Speci®cally, was employed. Approximately 90% of the contiguous sequence
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was determined unambiguously on both strands, providing invalu- tions. Excess primer was removed from this reaction by Centricon
100 spin ®ltration (Amicon). From this pool, mig-10-speci®cable data for identifying ORFs and mapping transcripts. Extensive
ORFs were identi®ed using GENEFINDER software (Sulston et al., cDNAs were ampli®ed by two rounds of PCR. In the ®rst round,
a sense primer identical in sequence to the ®rst 18 nucleotides of1992; R. Durbin, personal communication) and transcribed regions
were identi®ed by mapping cDNA sequence data to the genomic SL1 (``SL1-short primer'': 5*-GGTTTAATTACCCAAGTT-3*) and
an antisense primer complementary in sequence to nucleotidessequence (see Results). After our sequence analysis was performed,
the mig-10 genomic region was completely sequenced by the C. 653-673 (Fig. 3C) of mig-10 exon 6 (5*-TAAAGTTCGGGGTAT-
TCCTCC-3*) were used. In the second round, a 1:20 dilution of theelegans sequencing consortium (Wilson et al., 1994), thus providing
a high-quality, double-stranded sequence for the entire 15.4-kb res- ®rst-round reaction was reampli®ed using the SL1-short primer and
an antisense primer complementary to nucleotides 563±583 (Fig.cuing fragment (see Results).
3C) of mig-10 exon 5 (5*-GTCCATCGTTCATCAATAAGC-3*).
The second round yielded two products visible on ethidium-stained
DNA Sequencing of Mutant Alleles gels whose sizes were consistent with possible SL1 splice sites
deduced from the genomic sequence (Blumenthal, 1995). To con-
Lesions corresponding to mig-10(ct41 and e2527) mutations were ®rm that these products are mig-10-speci®c, they were digested at
identi®ed by DNA sequence analysis of molecular clones produced a diagnostic PvuII site within exon 4 (nucleotides 274±279; Fig.
by PCR ampli®cation of mig-10/F10E9.6 genomic DNA from mu- 3C). As expected, this digest produced a 307-bp fragment common
tant strains (see Results). PCR primers were designed to amplify to both products, as well as two fragments (377 and 422 bp) thought
each F10E9.6 exon and the surrounding splice donor/acceptor sites, to represent the different 5*-ends of two distinct mig-10 mRNAs.
using exon/intron borders as predicted by the C. elegans genome The latter two fragments were gel puri®ed, cloned into the EcoRV
sequencing project (R. Wilson, personal communication; Wilson site of pBluescript (SK/) (Stratagene), and sequenced by standard
et al., 1994). PCR products were subcloned into pGEM3Z using methods. Junctions between the 3*-end of SL1 and mig-10 genomic
convenient restriction sites incorporated into the primers. In the sequences are clearly evident in both fragments. Because the ``SL1-
initial round of PCR, sequences corresponding to F10E9.6 exons 1± short'' PCR primer lacks 4 nucleotides from the 3*-end of SL1,
9 (except for approximately 200 bp at the 3* end of exon 9), along it is certain that these junctions re¯ect the structures of actual
with associated splice junctions, were ampli®ed. Multiple clones mRNAs.
from each PCR reaction were sequenced. For con®rmation, a sec-
ond round of PCR, cloning, and sequencing was performed on target
DNA regions that exhibited mutant sequence changes in the ®rst Analysis of mig-10 Genetic Mosaics
round.
Genetic mosaics were identi®ed among segregants from either of
two parental strains: ncl-1(e1865)unc-36(e251)mig-10(ct41);qDp3-
Screening of cDNA Library (III; f) or ncl-1unc-36mig-10;sDp3(III;f). ncl-1 is a recessive, cell-
autonomous mutation which causes signi®cantly enlarged nucleoliTo isolate cDNA clones of transcripts from the mig-10 genomic
in most cells (Hedgecock and Herman, 1995; see below). unc-36region, the 15.4-kb BamHI insert fragment from the rescuing l
gene activity is required within the ABp cell lineage for normalphage clone ZL202 (see Results) was gel puri®ed, radioactively la-
body movement (Kenyon, 1986; Yuan and Horvitz, 1990). Mig-10beled, and used to screen the Barstead mixed-stage cDNA library
(Wit and Egl) and Unc-36 phenotypes are easily scored by dissectingin Lambda ZAP (for details of library construction, see Barstead
microscope, whereas the Ncl-1 phenotype is only visible by Nomar-and Waterston, 1989). Hybridizing phage were plaque puri®ed and
ski DIC optics. Therefore, phenotypic recombination between Mig-inserts were excised as pBluescript (SK0) phagemids (Stratagene).
10 and Unc-36 was used as an initial screen for genetic mosaics,An initial sequencing read was made using a universal pBluescript
whose Ncl-1 phenotypes were then examined by Nomarski opticsprimer, and sequence data were compared to the known genomic
to determine sites of duplication loss within the C. elegans cellsequence using the computer program NEWXDAP (R. Durbin, per-
lineage (Wood, 1988; Herman, 1989; see Results).sonal communication). These experiments identi®ed four indepen-
To con®rm our ability to score the Ncl-1 phenotype reliably,dent cDNA clones corresponding to the mig-10 genomic region.
we compared nucleolar size in a variety of cells in L4 and adultThree of the clones correspond to the mig-10/C5A/F10E9.6 locus
hermaphrodites from control strains ncl-1(e1865)unc-36(e251)mig-and one clone to the C3B/F10E9.4 locus (see Results). The remain-
10(ct41) and ncl-1unc-36mig-10////. On the basis of these observa-der of the cDNA inserts were sequenced by primer walking
tions, we decided to score the following descendants from relevant(Hawkins and Sulston, 1990), with the kind help of T. Hawkins.
embryonic founder cells. AB: exc cell, head neurons including
RMEV, tail neurons of the lumbar ganglion; MS: body wall muscles
in the anterior (head) dorsal quadrants, distal tip cells (dtc's), embry-RT±PCR
onic coelomocytes (cc's); C: body wall muscles in the anterior
(head) dorsal quadrants, DVC neuron; D: body wall muscles in theTo demonstrate that mig-10 transcripts are trans-spliced to the
SL1 spliced leader (Krause and Hirsh, 1987), reverse transcriptase± anterior (head) dorsal quadrants. Founder cells E and P4 produce
only descendants (intestine and germ line, respectively), in whichPCR was performed on poly(A)/ RNA from gravid wild-type (N2)
hermaphrodites. Total RNA (isolated by a modi®cation of the pro- the Ncl phenotype is not expressed (Hedgecock and Herman, 1995).
Duplication loss in P4 was assessed by progeny testing: becausecedure of Meyer and Casson, 1986) was kindly provided by M.
Srayko. The poly(A)/ fraction was isolated using a PolyATract both qDp3 and sDp3 are ncl-1(/)unc-36(/)mig-10(/), segregation
of non-Unc-36 non-Mig-10 progeny (as observed by dissecting mi-mRNA isolation system (Promega). First-strand cDNA was synthe-
sized from 1 mg of poly(A)/ RNA using a (dT)17-RI-adaptor primer croscope) was taken as evidence for the presence of an intact Dp
in P4. Dp loss in the E lineage was not assessed. Our control experi-(5*-GCTGCAGAATTCGTCGACT17-3*) and Superscript RNaseH0
Reverse Transcriptase (GibcoBRL) under manufacturer's condi- ments also revealed our inability to score the Ncl phenotype reli-
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TABLE 1
Placement of Selected Nuclei in mig-10 Mutant L1sa
mig-10(e2527) mig-10(ct41)b Wild typeb
Normal Misplacedc Not seen Normal Misplacedc Not seen Normal Misplaced Not seen
Cells
CAN 11 3d 1 20 30 1 45 0 0
ALM 4 7e 0 3 47 0 44 0 0
HSN 12 2f 0 9 36 6 45 0 0
BDU 11 0 0 46 2 3 43 0 1
M 12 0 0 46 0 2 44 0 0
ccLs 2 8g 0 4 11 0 15 0 0
ccRs 11 0 0 16 0 0 16 0 0
Gonad 14 0 0 49 0 0 45 0 0
V cells 10 0 0 45 3 1 39 0 2
P cells 10 0 0 47 1 1 39 0 2
a Placement of migratory nuclei in newly hatched L1s was used to assess normal or abnormal embryonic migration, as described by
Manser and Wood (1990). Numbers presented indicate the total number of sides on which a given nucleus was scored as properly placed
(normal), misplaced, or not seen. For headings indicating that more than one nucleus was scored on each side (V cells, P cells, Gonad,
ccLs, ccRs), misplacement of or failure to observe any such nuclei on a given side was scored as ``M'' or ``0'', respectively. Positions of
migratory nuclei (CAN, ALM, HSN, M, ccL, ccR, Z1, Z4) were scored using nonmigratory nuclei (V1±V6 and P1/2±P11/12) as landmarks.
b Data for wild type and mig-10(ct41) have been taken from Manser and Wood (1990), where positions of misplaced CANs, ALMs,
HSNs, BDUs, ccLs, V cells, and P cells observed in mig-10(ct41) are described in detail.
c Criteria for scoring nuclei as ``misplaced'' are described in detail by Manser and Wood (1990).
d Misplaced CANs were found in the region between P3/4 and V3.
e Misplaced ALMs were found in the region between V1 and V2.
f Misplaced HSNs were found in the region between V4 and V5.
g Misplaced ccLs were found in the region between V1 and P3/4.
ably in epidermal cells (including those derived from AB) and re- mals for defects in long-range embryonic cell migrations
vealed that the Ncl phenotype is incompletely penetrant in neurons and anatomy of the posterior excretory canals (see Materials
(including migratory CAN, ALM, and HSN) of the mutant control and Methods for details). ct41 and e2527 cause similar mu-
strain ncl-1unc-36mig-10. For a more detailed description of the tant phenotypes, although those produced by e2527 are gen-
embryonic anatomy and cell lineage, see Sulston et al. (1983). erally less severe (summarized in Tables 1 and 2). Like ct41,
Because our mosaic analysis focused on the shortening of the
e2527 can cause incomplete embryonic migration of CAN,posterior excretory canals (cytoplasmic processes of the exc cell)
ALM, HSN, and the ccL mother cells. All of these migra-observed in mig-10(ct41) (see Results; Manser and Wood, 1990;
tions are affected at moderate to high penetrance in ct41,Hedgecock et al., 1987), we also scored the anatomy and length of
but only ALM and ccmL are in e2527. In addition, the poste-the canals in strains ncl-1(e1865)unc-36(e251)mig-10(ct41) (nega-
tive control) and ncl-1unc-36mig-10//// (positive control) to verify rior excretory canals are shortened in a large fraction of
that any exceptional phenotypes observed in mosaics do not result e2527 animals, but they often extend to positions signi®-
from marker or gene dosage effects. We scored 20 posterior canals cantly more posterior than those observed in ct41 mutants
from each strain, usually scoring only one side per individual. All where the canals always appear to terminate at or anterior
ncl-1unc-36mig-10 canals terminated abnormally short, within the to the vulva (Manser and Wood, 1990). Some e2527 canals
range observed for mig-10(ct41), whereas all ncl-1unc-36mig-10/ appear to extend to wild-type length. Gross phenotypes ob-/// canals extended to termini located within the range observed
served in mig-10(2527) adults include the Wit (witheredfor wild type (N2).
tail) phenotype associated with anteriorward misplacement
of the CANs (Manser and Wood, 1990).
RESULTS
Positional Cloning of mig-10
The New mig-10(e2527) Mutation Exhibits Weaker
To de®ne the role of the mig-10 gene in C. elegans devel-Phenotypes Than Canonical mig-10(ct41)
opment more precisely, we have begun a molecular charac-
terization. As a ®rst step, we have cloned and sequencedUsing a noncomplementation screen with the canonical
mig-10(ct41) allele (Manser and Wood, 1990), we isolated mig-10. We made use of the good correlation between physi-
cal and genetic maps in the mig-10 region to obtain a molec-the new mig-10(e2527) mutation and scored mutant ani-
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TABLE 2 et al., 1994; Fig. 2A). Because the rescuing pLK70 clone
Adult mig-10 Mutant Phenotypesa lacks all C3B/F10E9.4 sequences, and the rescuing clone
ZL208 lacks at least some of them (Fig. 2A), our DNA se-
Genotype %Wit %Egl %Unc %Pvl Nb quence analysis and germ-line transformation experiments
pointed toward C5A/F10E9.6 as the most likely candidateWild type 0 0 0 0 100
for mig-10.mig-10(e2527)c 23 6 47 3 391
To con®rm that F10E9.6 corresponds to mig-10, we se-mig-10(ct41)d 42 76 100 13 346
quenced F10E9.6 exons (including intron/exon junctions)
a Percentage of wild-type and mig-10 mutant animals displaying from mig-10 (ct41 and e2527) mutants using PCR (see Mate-
withered tails (Wit), egg-laying defects (Egl), uncoordinated move- rials and Methods). We found lesions in the F10E9.6 region
ment (Unc), and protruding vulvae (Pvl) are reported. These gross corresponding to both mutant alleles (Fig. 2B; see below).
phenotypes, which are described in detail by Manser and Wood
Both e2527 and ct41 represent GC r AT transitions, consis-(1990), were assessed by examination of adults under a dissecting
tent with their induction by EMS mutagenesis (Manser andmicroscope. In addition to these phenotypes, all e2527 and ct41
Wood, 1990; this paper).adults appear slightly shorter than wild type.
b Number of animals scored.
c In addition to the phenotypes reported in Table 2, approxi-
mately 75% of mig-10(e2527) adults display blister-like swellings The mig-10 Gene Can Encode Two Proteins
of the cuticle in the posterior half of the body, most commonly at
The mig-10/F10E9.6 ORF identi®ed by the C. elegansor near the tip of the tail. In addition, a small fraction (5%) of
genome sequencing consortium encodes a putative proteine2527 adults display what appears to be an abnormal mass of cuticle
extending from their tails. This mass, which often drags behind of 650 amino acids (Wilson et al., 1994; R. Wilson, personal
the animals as they move and can usually be removed by gentle communication). Our largest mig-10 cDNA clone contains
stroking with a platinum wire, may represent L4 cuticle which has an ORF encoding the carboxy-terminal 601 amino acids
been incompletely shed at the L4 to adult molt. These additional of F10E9.6, con®rming the predicted structure of F10E9.6
tail phenotypes appear to be independent of the Wit phenotype. exons 3±9 and part of exon 2, but not predicted F10E9.6d Data for mig-10(ct41) are taken from Manser and Wood (1990).
exon 1, including the putative initiator ATG (Figs. 2 and
3; the cDNA insert corresponds to nucleotides 85±2160 of
Fig. 3C).
Using RT±PCR, we have de®ned the 5*-ends of two mig-ular clone. Speci®cally, we ®rst used standard three-factor
10 mRNAs. Assuming mig-10 transcripts would be trans-genetic mapping experiments to localize mig-10 within the
spliced to splice leader SL1 (Blumenthal, 1995; Krause andunc-86 to unc-116 interval of LG III (see Materials and
Hirsh, 1987), we designed appropriate primers for ampli-Methods). Genetic map data are summarized in Fig. 1. Both
fying mig-10-speci®c cDNAs (see Materials and Methods).unc-86 (Finney et al., 1988) and unc-116 (Patel et al., 1993)
These experiments revealed two distinct SL1-spliced mig-had previously been positioned on the physical map, which
10 mRNAs. The 5*-end of one mRNA contains the completespans the interval between them. We chose a set of cosmids
coding sequence predicted for F10E9.6 exon 1, as well asfrom the center of this interval for use in germ-line transfor-
upstream sequences (together designated mig-10 exon 1b),mation experiments, which identi®ed two overlapping cos-
spliced to F10E9.6 exons 2±6. The 5*-end of the other con-mids, F10E9 and F49A3, that fully rescue mig-10(ct41) phe-
tains an alternative ®rst exon, designated mig-10 exon 1a,notypes (phenotypic rescue experiments are summarized in
spliced to exons 2±6 (Figs. 2 and 3). Our RT±PCR analysisFig. 2A). To localize mig-10 further, we tested smaller geno-
provides no information concerning mRNA structuremic fragments from the F10E9/F49A3 region for rescue (see
downstream of exon 6, but the simplest interpretation isMaterials and Methods for details; results summarized in
that both mig-10 mRNAs contain F10E9.6 exons 7±9,Fig. 2A).
Our rescue experiments suggested that the 15.4-kb insert
in ZL202 and pLK69 clones contains the entire mig-10 gene.
Therefore, we used genomic sequence analysis as well as
isolation and characterization of cDNA clones to identify
likely genes in this fragment (see Materials and Methods).
Analysis of the genomic sequence using GENEFINDER
software (R. Durbin, personal communication) revealed two
likely genes. Likewise, use of the 15.4-kb fragment as a
probe to isolate cDNAs from the Barstead library (Barstead
and Waterston, 1989) revealed the existence of two separate FIG. 1. Genetic map of the mig-10 region of LG III. Positions of
transcripts from this region, designated C5A and C3B. C5A mig-10 and genes used in genetic mapping experiments are shown
and C3B correspond, respectively, to the putative F10E9.6 (see Materials and Methods). Arrowheads indicate that the genetic
and F10E9.4 genes subsequently identi®ed in cosmid F10E9 map of LG III extends beyond the ends of the ®gure (note that lon-
1 is located to the left of sma-3).by the C. elegans genome sequencing consortium (Wilson
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FIG. 2. Genomic organization of mig-10 and results of transformation rescue experiments. (A) Summary of phenotypic rescue experiments
with genomic clones from the mig-10 region (see text). The uppermost solid line shows the restriction map of the genomic DNA contained
in the mig-10-rescuing l phage clone ZL202 (and phagemid pLK69, which contains the same insert). Abbreviations for restriction enzymes
are: (B) BamHI; (P) PstI; (S) SacI; (Sp) SpeI: (X) XhoI. Note that BamHI sites are displayed in parentheses because they exist at the junctions
of chimeric ZL202 and pLK69, but not in genomic DNA. The bracketed broken lines at the top of the diagram indicate the extents of the
protein-coding regions for putative mig-10/F10E9.6 and F10E9.4 loci as predicted by the C. elegans sequencing consortium (Wilson et al.,
1994; see text); note that the coding sequences within the brackets are not continuous due to the presence of introns in both loci. Below
the restriction map is shown the genomic organization of mig-10 coding sequences, including alternative ®rst exons 1a and 1b, as described
in the text and shown in greater detail in B. Also below the restriction map are indicated the extents of inserts for genomic clones used
in the transformations as well as whether the clone rescues mig-10(ct41) phenotypes. (/) Complete rescue; (//0) partial rescue; (0) no
rescue (see text). Clones beginning with ``F'' are cosmids, ``ZL'' are l phage, and ``p'' are phagemids. Arrowheads at the end of solid lines
for clones F10E9 and ZL208 indicate that the clone is known to extend beyond the corresponding end of ZL202. Similarly, the arrowhead
at the left end of F49A3 indicates that physical map data show that this clone extends beyond the left end of ZL202 and overlaps ZL202,
ZL208, and F10E9 (J. Sulston and A. Coulson, personal communication; see text). Because we have not mapped the right end of F49A3
precisely relative to ZL202, the remainder of F49A3 is displayed as a broken line. The bracketed broken line on the right end of ZL208
indicates that this clone is known to terminate within ZL202 insert sequences (and within the F10E9.4 coding region), but that the
endpoint has not been determined precisely. Among rescuing clones, exon 1a is contained within F10E9, F49A3, and ZL208, but not
ZL202, pLK69, or pLK70. (B) Genomic organization of mig-10. Exon/intron structures of mig-10 coding sequences are shown in greater
detail. Solid boxes indicate coding sequences; open boxes indicate untranslated regions. Arabic numerals indicate exon number, including
alternative ®rst exons 1a and 1b (numerals in parentheses). Note that exon 1a is located 6.2 kb upstream of exon 2 in the genomic
sequence. Broken lines attached to text-containing boxes indicate the position and nature of ct41 and e2527 mutations (see text). Solid
lines ending in arrowheads indicate coding regions for the GM (Grb and Mig) region, PH (pleckstrin homology) domain, and Pro-rich
regions (see text). Abbreviations: (ATG and TAG) predicted start and stop codons for translation, respectively; (SL1) the trans-spliced
leader; (An) the site of poly(A) addition.
which are present in our largest cDNA clone. Recently, the amber stop codon in mig-10 exon 3 and should cause severe
truncation of both proteins. The phenotypically weakerC. elegans sequencing consortium has identi®ed two mig-
10 cDNA clones, yk60d5(exon 1a) and yk85b2(exon 1b), that e2527 allele represents a TTTCAG r TTTCAA mutation
in the consensus 3*-splice acceptor site of intron 2. Similarappear to correspond to the transcripts we identi®ed by RT-
PCR (Y. Kohara, personal communication). splice acceptor mutations in let-23 and dpy-10 genes result
in both normal and abnormal splicing events (Aroian etThese results reveal that mig-10 can potentially produce
two protein isoforms. Exons 1a through 9 can encode a prod- al., 1993), consistent with the relatively weak phenotype of
e2527 (see above).uct of 667 aa's that we call MIG-10a (Fig. 3). Exons 1b
through 9 can encode a product of 650 aa's, designated MIG-
10b, that shares its carboxy-terminal 629 aa's with MIG-
The Predicted MIG-10 Proteins Share Similarities10a and corresponds exactly to F10E9.6 (Wilson et al., 1994;
with Mammalian SH2 Domain Proteins Grb7Fig. 3). Both mig-10 mutations are expected to disrupt ex-
and Grb10pression of both isoforms (Figs. 2 and 3). The ct41 mutation,
which behaves as a null or nearly null in gene dosage experi- After complete DNA sequence for cosmid F10E9 had been
deposited in GenBank by the C. elegans sequencing consor-ments (Manser and Wood, 1990), produces an in-frame
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tium (Wilson et al., 1994), we appreciated that the mamma- Grb14, and 29% identity between MIG-10 and Grb7.
Searching the GenBank/EMBL databases with this motiflian SH2 domain proteins Grb7 and Grb10 (Margolis et al.,
1992; Ooi et al., 1995) contain a region of more than 300 revealed no other proteins containing a similar domain.
An additional similarity within this family of MIG andamino acids with similarity to the putative F10E9.6 protein.
Because mig-10 maps to F10E9, this discovery led to com- Grb proteins is the presence of proline-rich regions, which
are known to be important in protein±protein interactionsmunication between authors and the realization that Grb7
and Grb10 are similar to MIG-10 proteins. by binding to SH3 and WW domains (Ren et al., 1993; Cohen
et al., 1995; Bork and Sudol, 1994; Staub et al., 1996; ChanA schematic drawing of MIG-10 proteins compared to
Grb7 and Grb10 is presented in Fig. 4A. Also shown are et al., 1996). Both isoforms of MIG-10 contain proline-rich
sequences in their carboxy and amino termini and MIG-10aGrb14 and GrbIR, proteins similar to Grb7 and Grb10 that
have been recently cloned from mammalian cells (Daly et contains an additional proline-rich domain not found in
MIG-10b (Figs. 3 and 4A). Proline-rich regions are also foundal., 1996; Liu and Roth, 1995). Mouse Grb7, mouse Grb10,
and human Grb14 have been cloned by screening bacterial in the amino terminus of Grb7, Grb10, GrbIR, and Grb14.
expression libraries with radioactively labeled EGF-receptor
(Margolis et al., 1992; Ooi et al., 1995; Daly et al., 1996).
mig-10 Acts Cell Nonautonomously in ExcretoryHuman GrbIR has been cloned using the yeast two-hybrid
Canal Developmentsystem with insulin receptor as the bait (Liu and Roth,
1995). Human GrbIR is closely related to mouse Grb10 and To investigate whether mig-10 gene activity is required
within motile cells or extrinsic tissues, we performed a ge-these proteins may result from alternative splicing of the
same gene. The most extensive similarity among MIG-10 netic mosaic analysis. mig-10 genetic mosaics arose sponta-
neously as segregants from ncl-1unc-36mig-10(ct41);and the Grbs is found in the center of the proteins, which
we call the GM region (Grb and Mig; Fig. 4B). The GM qDp3(III;f) and ncl-1unc-36mig-10(ct41);sDp3(III;f) paren-
tal strains. Because each free chromosomal duplication (Dp)region contains a Pleckstrin Homology (PH) domain (Mus-
sachio et al., 1993; Mayer et al., 1993; Haslam et al., 1993; carries the wild-type alleles of ncl-1, unc-36, and mig-10,
mitotic loss produces clones of mutant cells within other-Lemmon et al., 1996) that runs between amino acids 333±
458 of MIG-10a and 316±441 of MIG-10b, 223±345 of Grb7, wise nonmutant individuals (for review, see Herman, 1989).
The ncl-1 and unc-36 markers allowed us to trace patterns313±431 of Grb10, and 229±346 of Grb14. GrbIR has a large
deletion removing the ®rst 40 amino acids of the PH domain of Dp loss within the completely described C. elegans cell
lineage (see Materials and Methods). We focused upon the(Liu and Roth, 1995). The PH domain represents an area of
high conservation among these proteins, with the PH do- shortening of the posterior excretory canals (excretory cell
processes) observed in mig-10(ct41) for two reasons. First,main of MIG-10 being 36% identical to the PH domain of
Grb10 and Grb14 and 33% identical to Grb7. PH domains both the Ncl-1 phenotype of the excretory (exc) cell as well
as the anatomy of the posterior canals can be readily scoredhave been found to mediate several different types of inter-
actions including protein±protein, protein±lipid, and pro- in living animals using Nomarski DIC optics (Hedgecock
and Herman, 1995; Manser and Wood, 1990). Second, amongtein±small molecule. For many PH domains there is no
known ligand, although it has been proposed that PH do- known mutant phenotypes, only the excretory canal defect
is fully penetrant. Mutant exc cells never undergo normalmains play a general role in targeting proteins to mem-
branes (Lemmon et al., 1996). development in homozygous mig-10(ct41) mutant strains,
whereas all affected embryonic migratory cells sometimesAnother domain of high similarity within the GM region
is a 90-amino-acid motif just amino-terminal to the PH do (Manser and Wood, 1990). This exc cell property allows
us to interpret all possible mosaic classes, including thosedomains. This motif runs from amino acids 213 to 303 in
MIG-10a, 196 to 286 in MIG-10b, 103 to 193 in Grb7, 198 displaying nonmutant canal development despite a mutant
exc cell genotype. For a detailed description of exc cell andto 296 in Grb10, 170 to 258 in GrbIR, and 110 to 200 in
Grb14. In this motif, we detect 34% identity between MIG- canal anatomy and development, see Hedgecock et al.
(1987).10 and Grb10 or GrbIR, 32% identity between MIG-10 and
FIG. 3. Nucleotide and predicted amino acid sequences of the mig-10 coding region. Nucleotide sequence was obtained from cDNA
clones and RT±PCR products (see text). (A and B) Alternative ®rst exons 1a and 1b. Note that both ®rst exons begin with trans-spliced
leader SL1 (dotted underline); trans-splice junctions are indicated by two vertical lines at the end of SL1 sequences and the genomic
sequence at these junctions is indicated in parentheses below the SL1 sequence. cis-splice junctions are indicated by single vertical lines.
The putative translational initiator ATG for each exon is indicated by a solid underline. (C) Exons 2±9. The two mig-10 transcripts
described in this paper differ in having either exon 1a or 1b spliced to exon 2 at position 1 (single vertical line) indicated in C. Exons 1a±
9 can encode the 667-aa MIG-10a isoform; exons 1b±9 can encode the 650-aa MIG-10b isoform (see text). The ct41 amber mutation at
nucleotide 240 of exon 3 is indicated. Amino acid sequences corresponding to the GM region (single underline) and PH domain (double
underline) are shown (see text). The putative translational termination signal TAG is indicated by a single underline, as is a candidate
poly(A) addition signal.
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FIG. 4. Similarities of predicted MIG-10 proteins to a family of SH2 domain proteins. (A) A schematic drawing comparing domains found
in MIG-10a and MIG-10b isoforms with those in Grb7, Grb10, GrbIR, and Grb14. The central GM region of approximately 300 amino
acids is shared by all proteins and contains the pleckstrin homology (PH) domain of approximately 100 amino acids. Note that all proteins
contain proline-rich regions and that MIG-10a contains a Pro-rich region not found in MIG-10b. (B) Alignment of the GM region from
MIG-10, Grb7, Grb10, Grb14, and GrbIR. Alignment and consensus was obtained using GCG multiple sequence alignment programs,
LINEUP, PILEUP, and PRETTY. Bold capitals indicate identity in all ®ve proteins while plain capitals indicate identical residues in three
or four proteins. Dots indicate gaps in the sequence alignment. In GrbIR there is a large deletion in the PH domain and in this region
residues identical in the other four proteins are indicated in bold.
In our initial characterization of both parental strains, we canals: in 37 the canals terminated within the range of posi-
tions observed in mig-10(ct41) homozygotes; in the other 5noticed segregation of a class of adult non-Unc-36 animals
that displayed the Wit and Egl phenotypes characteristic of the canals terminated more posteriorly, but still short of
the positions observed in wild-type or positive controlmig-10(ct41). We suspected that these Mig-10 non-Unc-36
phenotypic recombinants were genetic mosaics (see Materi- strains (see Materials and Methods). Among these 42 ani-
mals, 29 displayed Ncl [mig-10(0)] and 13 displayed non-als and Methods), so we examined 42 Mig-10 non-Unc-36
segregants more closely by Nomarski optics for Ncl-1 phe- Ncl [mig-10(/)] exc cell nuclei. Therefore, mig-10(/) activ-
ity within the exc cell is not suf®cient for normal canalnotypes of exc cells and anatomy of posterior excretory ca-
nals. All 42 animals displayed abnormal posterior excretory development, indicating that mig-10 is cell nonautonomous
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control strains (see Materials and Methods). These observa-
tions con®rm that mig-10 acts cell nonautonomously dur-
ing the development of the excretory canals and suggest
that mig-10(/) activity within the exc cell is not necessary
for normal canal development.
DISCUSSION
In summary, our molecular characterization of the mig-
10 gene reveals signi®cant similarities between two pre-
dicted MIG-10 proteins and a family of SH2 domain pro-
teins, Grb7 and Grb10. Our mosaic analysis reveals that
FIG. 5. Abbreviated C. elegans embryonic cell lineage. Lineage mig-10 acts cell nonautonomously during development of
pattern of early cleavages of the C. elegans embryo, showing origins the excretory canals and suggests a possible anatomical fo-
of the six embryonic founder cells AB, MS, E, C, D, and P4 as well cus within descendants of the AB cell lineage.
as cells whose Ncl-1 phenotypes were routinely scored to assess
patterns of duplication (Dp) loss in genetic mosaics. The Ncl pheno-
type cannot be scored in the E lineage (see text). The presence or mig-10 Mutant Phenotypes and Mosaic Analysis
absence of the Dp in P4 was assessed by progeny testing (see text).
Initial clues concerning mig-10 function come from mu-Abbreviations: exc cell, excretory cell; dtc's, distal tip cells; cc's,
tant phenotypes and analysis of genetic mosaics. As dis-coelomocytes.
cussed by Manser and Wood (1990) and Desai et al. (1988),
phenotypes of mig-10(ct41) suggest a role in the cell migra-
tion mechanism itself, as opposed to the generation or inter-
pretation of positional information to which migratory cellsand suggesting that activity is required in extrinsic cells or
tissues. The large fraction of these animals displaying mig- respond. Because the amber mig-10(ct41) mutation causes
both incomplete anteriorward and posteriorward embryonic10(0) exc cells suggests that the putative extrinsic tissues
may be closely related to the exc cell (ABplpappaap) in cell migrations, mig-10 seems unlikely to be involved in global
directional signaling, as has been proposed for other C. eleg-lineage; alternatively, mig-10(/) could be required both in
the exc cell and extrinsic tissues. ans cell migration genes such as vab-8 (Wightman et al.,
1996). The similar, yet weaker, phenotypes of splice ac-To investigate a possible extrinsic focus for mig-10 activ-
ity, we scored patterns of Dp loss in additional cells in a ceptor mutation mig-10(2527) provide no apparent addi-
tional clues about mig-10 function.total of 22 of the 42 Mig-10 non-Unc-36 segregants. (Fig. 5;
Materials and Methods). These results are summarized in Our genetic mosaic analysis indicates that mig-10 acts
cell nonautonomously during the development of the excre-Fig. 6 and suggest a possible AB-derived extrinsic focus for
mig-10 activity: 20 of 22 mosaics exhibited Dp loss within tory canals and suggests a possible focus within descendants
of the AB cell lineage. The most likely anatomical focus forAB, and in 17 of these 20 loss appeared con®ned to AB.
Efforts to pinpoint this focus were hampered by our inabil- mig-10 activity is therefore epidermis or neurons: of the 389
embryonic cells produced by the AB founder cell, 72 areity to score reliably the Ncl-1 phenotype of many AB-de-
rived cells in mosaic and control animals, including epider- epidermal and 254 are neuronal (Sulston et al., 1983). The
possibility of an epidermal focus is intriguing, since bothmal cells and neurons (see Materials and Methods).
Although mig-10(/) activity within the exc cell is not the outgrowth of the excretory canals and the embryonic
migration of cells affected in mig-10 mutants normally oc-suf®cient for normal canal development, it might still be
necessary. To address this possibility, we searched for mosa- cur along the body wall in contact with the epidermal basal
lamina (Hedgecock et al., 1987). Based upon this fact,ics in which excretory canals display normal anatomy de-
spite a mig-10(0) exc cell genotype. If Dp loss were con®ned Manser and Wood (1990) proposed that mig-10 mutants
might be defective in a component of the basal lamina orto the exc cell, we would predict that such mosaics should
fail to exhibit both Mig-10 and Unc-36 phenotypes. There- in a common cell receptor that recognizes such a compo-
nent. Any role restricted to motile cells, including a cellfore, we performed a Nomarski DIC screen of fourth-larval-
stage (L4) non-Mig-10 non-Unc-36 segregants from our pa- surface receptor, now seems less likely given the results of
our mosaic analysis. And because our current knowledge ofrental strains. Among 1087 L4 non-Mig-10 non-Unc-36
progeny we identi®ed a total of 5 exceptional mosaics. MIG-10 proteins strongly suggests that they are intracellu-
lar (either cytoplasmic or membrane-associated; see below),Three displayed mig-10(0) exc cells and wild-type excretory
canal anatomies. Two displayed mig-10(0) exc cells and a role as a basal lamina (ECM) component also seems un-
likely. We discuss possible roles for mig-10 within the epi-posterior exc canals that terminated at positions signi®-
cantly more posterior than those seen in mutant control dermis in more detail below.
A possible neuronal focus is of interest because mig-10strains, yet still short of those seen in wild-type or positive
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FIG. 6. Patterns of duplication (Dp) loss in 22 Mig-10 non-Unc-36 genetic mosaics. All mosaics displayed abnormal posterior excretory
canal anatomies (see text). Each diagram shows the early embryonic divisions of the C. elegans cell lineage in abbreviated form, as
displayed in Fig. 5. Patterns of Dp loss were assessed by Ncl-1 phenotypes of representative cells (see Materials and Methods; Fig. 5).
Based upon these patterns, mosaics were assigned to 1 of 12 classes, I through XII; ``n'' indicates the number of mosaics in each class.
``0'' indicates evidence for Dp loss based upon Ncl phenotypes observed in some or all routinely scored cells; ``/'' indicates no evidence
for Dp loss. Absence of a ``/'' or ``0'' indicates that we did not score for possible Dp loss in the corresponding lineage. For the AB lineage,
Ncl phenotypes of the exc cell (ABplpappaap) and routinely scored neurons (see Materials and Methods) are speci®ed within boxes.
Although incomplete penetrance of the Ncl-1 phenotype in neurons hampered our efforts to pinpoint patterns of Dp loss within AB (see
text), by comparing the pattern of observed Ncl neurons with the known neural anatomy and cell lineage (White et al., 1986), it was
possible for some mosaics to deduce additional details concerning possible sites of Dp loss within AB. For example, the presence of Ncl
head neurons on only the left side is consistent with loss restricted to the ABpl lineage [indicated by ``(a)''], whereas Ncl head neurons
on both left and right sides can only be explained by more widespread loss within AB [indicated by ``(b)'']. In addition, for two of six class
IV mosaics, the pattern of Ncl tail neurons strongly suggests loss within the ABpr lineage, and additional losses within AB cannot be
ruled out. For all other ``(b)'' neuron patterns, we were unable to pinpoint loss within AB more precisely. In all such cases, except the
single class XII mosaic, the Ncl phenotype of the exc cell indicates loss within ABpl. For the single class V mosaic, ``c'' indicates that
the loss within the MS lineage occurred late; speci®cally, the only Ncl MS descendants were the embryonic left coelomocytes, indicating
a late loss within MSap. The single class IX mosaic died before producing progeny, preventing scoring of the P4 lineage (see text). For
mosaic classes X±XII, we were unable to score the Ncl phenotype of C-derived body muscle cells reliably.
mutants are defective in the embryonic migration of CAN, whose axons extend adjacent to the canals (White et al.,
1986), might represent the most likely putative neuronalALM, and HSN neurons. Due to incomplete penetrance of
the ncl-1 marker in neurons, we were unable to perform foci for mig-10 activity. For example, one possibility that
could explain our mosaic data is that the excretory canalconclusive mosaic analysis on these migrations (see Re-
sults; Materials and Methods). Although it seems likely that defects observed in mig-10 mutants are secondary to a cell
autonomous defect in CAN migration or function. We thinkthe cell nonautonomy we observed for excretory canal de-
velopment also applies to neuronal migration, our data do this unlikely given that CANs undergo apparently normal
migration and display normal morphology in many mig-10not exclude the possibility that mig-10 acts cell autono-
mously within CAN, ALM, and HSN. With respect to excre- (ct41) animals, whose canals are always abnormally short
(Manser and Wood, 1990; Desai et al., 1988; J.M., unpub-tory canal development, cells such as CAN, ALA, and BDU,
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lished observations). Our mosaic analysis provides direct lated Grbs will come from a better understanding of the
role of the GM region. The only clue we have at present isevidence against a possible ALA focus: among the many
mosaics we observed displaying wild-type exc canals and the presence of a PH domain within this region. PH domains
have been identi®ed in more than 90 proteins, many ofmig-10(/) exc cells, one displayed a mig-10(0) [Ncl] ALA
neuron (data not shown). which have cell signaling or cytoskeletal functions (Haslam
et al., 1993; Mayer et al., 1993; Mussacchio et al., 1993;
Gibson et al., 1994; Lemmon et al., 1996). The tertiary
Molecular Characterization of mig-10: Similarities structure of the PH domain has been solved for several dif-
to a Family of Grb Proteins ferent proteins and reveals a common basic fold containing
two antiparallel b sheets and a long C-terminal a helixAdditional clues concerning mig-10 function can be de-
duced from its sequence and similarities to Grb7, Grb10, (Macias et al., 1994; Yoon et al., 1994; Downing et al., 1994;
Ferguson et al., 1994, 1995; Timm et al., 1994; FushmanGrbIR, and Grb14 (Margolis et al., 1992; Ooi et al., 1995;
Daly et al., 1996; Liu and Roth, 1995). The function of this et al., 1995). Despite knowledge of its structure, there is
currently no consensus concerning PH domain function.family of Grb proteins is not known, but several lines of
evidence indicate involvement in signal transduction. Due Some investigators have proposed that PH domains serve to
localize proteins to membranes while others have proposedto the presence of an SH2 domain, all these Grbs can bind to
phosphotyrosine sequences on activated receptor tyrosine that PH domains are involved in protein±protein interac-
tions or binding to small molecules (Lemmon et al., 1996).kinases (RTKs). Grb7 binds with high af®nity to members
of the EGF-receptor family and is ampli®ed, overexpressed, Potential clues to PH domain function come from the ®nd-
ing that phosphotyrosine binding (PTB or PI) domains ofand bound to the HER2 receptor in many human breast
cancers (Stein et al., 1994). Grb10 and GrbIR bind tightly adaptors Shc and IRS-1, which bind Tyr-phosphorylated
RTKs, are structurally similar to PH domains (Zhou et al.,to the insulin receptor (Liu and Roth, 1995; Hansen et al.,
1996), while both Grb7 and Grb10 have been found to bind 1995; Eck et al., 1996). However, ligands for most PH do-
mains are not known, and attempts to ®nd interacting pro-to the RET RTK (Pandey et al., 1995; Pandey et al., 1996).
The speci®c receptors that bind Grb14 in living cells are teins have so far been largely unsuccessful. The binding
speci®city for the PH domain of MIG-10 and related pro-not known. This family of Grb proteins does not appear to
have catalytic domains and accordingly we hypothesize that teins is likely dictated by the conserved motif that lies di-
rectly amino-terminal within the GM region. Elucidationthey will function as adaptor proteins. Many SH2 domain
proteins appear to function as adaptors, the classic example of the function of this motif will be critical to understanding
MIG-10 function.being Grb2/SEM-5/Drk which ties RTKs into Ras signaling
pathways (Pawson, 1995). The binding of Grb7 and related
proteins to RTKs may bring the Grbs and associated pro-
Does mig-10 Function in Signaling Outside ofteins to the plasma membrane where they may initiate sig-
Migrating Cells?nal transduction. Alternatively, the binding of these Grb
proteins to receptors may promote interactions between At present, we can only hypothesize the precise role of
mig-10 in C. elegans development. As discussed above, ourGrbs and proteins already localized at the plasma mem-
brane. initial molecular characterization suggests an intracellular
role in signal transduction and/or the cytoskeleton. In addi-Because MIG-10 proteins lack an SH2 domain, they are
unlikely to exhibit similar receptor interactions. One possi- tion, mig-10 mutant phenotypes and results from our mo-
saic analysis argue against the possibility that mig-10 actsbility is that MIG-10 proline-rich regions mediate protein±
protein interactions that couple the GM region to other strictly within motile cells to transduce positional signals
that guide migrations. A role in the migration mechanismsignaling molecules such as SH3-domain-containing pro-
teins. SH3 domains occur in signal transduction and cy- itself may be more likely (see above). For example, mig-10
might be involved in cell adhesion, but it seems unlikelytoskeletal proteins, and several of the proline-rich motifs
found in MIG-10 and the related Grbs contain the PXXP that MIG-10 proteins could function as surface receptors
(on either motile or path cells) or ECM components.consensus sequence for SH3 domain ligands (Ren et al.,
1993; Cohen et al., 1995). Additionally, the WW domain Therefore, we hypothesize that MIG-10 proteins may
function to transduce signals within path or target cells.(named for its two signature Trp residues), which is com-
monly found in proteins with signaling or regulatory func- One could imagine, for example, the need for path and target
cells to respond to external signals in order to modulatetions, can also bind similar proline-rich sequences (Bork and
Sudol, 1994; Staub et al., 1996; Chan et al., 1996). The MIG- expression of migration- or adhesion-promoting compo-
nents at the correct developmental stage. In addition, one10a isoform contains a proline-rich region not found in
MIG-10b and thus might bind different numbers or types might imagine that path cells need to respond to the arrival
(and departure) of the migratory cells themselves; for exam-of SH3 or WW domain proteins, possibly allowing mig-10 to
perform different functions in different cells or at different ple, by modulating expression of migration-promoting com-
ponents such as cell surface or ECM proteins. For cellsdevelopmental stages.
Further understanding of the function of MIG-10 and re- whose movements are known to be affected by mig-10, the
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the nematode dense-body is vinculin. J. Biol. Chem. 264, 10177±migratory path is de®ned largely by the lateral epidermis
10185.(Hedgecock et al., 1987; see above). Putative targets for
Blumenthal, T. (1995). Trans-splicing and polycistronic transcrip-these migratory cells are unknown, but the cells come to
tion in Caenorhabditis elegans. Trends Genet. 11, 132±136.rest within the same topological space through which they
Bork, P., and Sudol, M. (1994). The WW domain: A signalling sitemigrate. Thus, if our hypothesis is correct, we would expect
in dystrophin? Trends Biochem. Sci. 19, 531±533.
MIG-10 proteins to be expressed in the lateral epidermis Brenner, S. (1974). The genetics of Caenorhabditis elegans. Genet-
during embryonic morphogenesis, when affected cells are ics 77, 71±94.
migrating (Sulston et al., 1983). Carter, P. W., Roos, J. M., and Kemphues, K. J. (1990). Molecular
Given our current understanding of MIG-10 proteins, any analysis of zyg-11, a maternal-effect gene required for early em-
putative role in signal transduction seems likely to occur bryogenesis of Caenorhabditis elegans. Mol. Gen. Genet. 221,
72±80.downstream of cell adhesion or growth factor receptors. One
Chan, D. C., Bedford, M. T., and Leder, P. (1996). Formin bindingpossibility is that MIG-10 proteins act downstream of an
proteins bear WWP/WW domains that bind proline-rich peptidesintegrin or integrin-like cell adhesion receptor to transduce
and functionally resemble SH3 domains. EMBO J. 15, 1045±signals and/or organize the cytoskeleton. It is of interest to
1054.note that mutations in the C. elegans pat-3 gene, which
Clark, S. G., Stern, M. J., and Horvitz, H. R. (1992). C. elegans cell-encodes a b1 integrin subunit (Gettner et al., 1995), can
signalling gene sem-5 encodes a protein with SH2 and SH3 do-
cause cell migration defects similar to those seen in mig- mains. Nature 356, 340±344.
10 mutants, including shortened excretory canals. How- Clark, S. G., Chisholm, A. D., and Horvitz, H. R. (1993). Control
ever, pat-3 is required cell autonomously for canal develop- of cell fates in the central body region of C. elegans by the homeo-
ment (D. Hall and E. Hedgecock, personal communication) box gene lin-39. Cell 74, 43±55.
and may be unlikely to interact with mig-10. Another possi- Cohen, G. B., Ruibao, R., and Baltimore, D. (1995). Modular binding
domains in signal transduction proteins. Cell 80, 237±248.bility is that MIG-10 proteins act downstream of receptor
Costa, M., Weir, M., Coulson, A., Sulston, J., and Kenyon, C. (1988).tyrosine kinases or receptor tyrosine phosphatases (RTPs).
Posterior pattern formation in C. elegans involves position-spe-Recently, the importance of interactions between RTKs or
ci®c expression of a gene containing a homeobox. Cell 55, 747±RTPs and their ligands in axon growth cone guidance has
756.been demonstrated (reviewed by Goodman, 1996). Addi-
Coulson, A., Sulston, J., Brenner, S., and Karn, J. (1986). Toward ational clues concerning mig-10 function will come from the
physical map of the genome of the nematode C. elegans. Proc.
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